At the NEXT office, Nexters collaborate and innovations thrive. NEXT endorses the collaboration of like-minded individuals and groups. Conceptually, the geometry of origami folds communication, active interaction and creative thinking together to influence collaboration.

The concept enhances collaboration through configuring open public alone/together work spaces closer and distributing private offices and enclaves to serve as private alone/together work spaces while still being conveniently integrated in NEXT’s community.

Multifunctional and adaptable spaces cater to the diverse work methods of both Nexters and patrons interacting within the space. The design of simple lines paired with natural materials gives the interior a clean and uncluttered appearance. The color palette for NEXT is composed of productive and energizing colors to inspire productivity.

Aside from promoting togetherness through collaborative and innovative spaces, NEXT also promotes the wellbeing of occupants through the furniture selection from both Steelcase and Turnstone and from socially and physically active interactions.

All of these pieces together - collaboration, active learning and interaction achieve the design intended for NEXT by resulting in an engaging, productive thriving community.